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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 216 x 140 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In this
supernatural tale of love, family, and faith, three women reveal stories of loss and triumph that link
the turbulent times surrounding the Mexican-American War with a contemporary search for
identity. Journals and memorabilia found in an antique chest introduce young San Diego writer
Ceci to two 19th century female ancestors, Mary and Maria. Among the trunk s contents is an old
basket that seems to radiate mysterious energy. After Ceci places it atop the fireplace mantel in her
home, she begins to experience strange, vivid dreams about Mary, an Irish immigrant to
Philadelphia, and Maria, an innocent girl in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Ceci s best friend Janna, an
archeologist, confirms that the basket is a pre-Columbian artifact used in sorcery. As the characters
of Mary and Maria emerge from their unrelated backgrounds, Ceci senses their influence over her,
particularly in matters of the heart. It seems as if loose threads from the saga of the two women are
entangling in her life. The women s stories begin separated by geography and culture,...
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This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of
confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Jackeline Rippin-- Jackeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e book. You wont really
feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.
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